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• Opened 1933

• 400,000 square feet

• >35,000 artifacts

• 1.5 million guests/year

• 350,000 students

• Education programs

Coal Mine

MISSION
Inspire the inventive genius in everyone



U-505 Submarine



Transportation Court



Science Storms



YOU! The Experience



Genetics: Decoding Life



Wired to wear

Wired to Wear



A Story of 
Climate Change



James Balog













Mendenhall Glacier Alaska, 2007



Mendenhall Glacier Alaska, 2011
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Environment and
Climate Change at MSI

LOOKING AHEAD



• Team discussions / research

• Environment Advisory Committee

• Teen Advisory Committee

• UN Sustainable Development Goals

• Project Drawdown

• Planetary Boundaries Framework

• UN Climate Trends Report 2019

• Circular Economy



Key Points

• Take a long-term, holistic view of our future on Earth

• Transformational change is essential

• People are worried about the future of the planet and have no idea of what to 

do or how they can make a positive impact.



What can an 
exhibition do?



Inspire people to Feel and 

Think differently about our 

relationship with planet 

Earth.



Recognize that the Earth’s 

resources are not infinite…



Empower people to explore 

pathways and opportunities 

for creating a sustainable 

future for life on Earth….

…and find their place in 

this critical endeavor.  



How do we set up the 
exhibition to achieve our 
purpose?



SYSTEMS

Organize the exhibit’s content, design 
and experiences around…



• Earth is a dynamic system of interdependent parts that make a 

collective whole.

• Human-built systems (for supporting our food, energy, water and 

other needs) greatly impact the Earth’s systems. 

• We see these impacts in our changing climate and other 

environmental challenges, which have reached a crisis level and 

threaten our future existence.

• To sustain the future of life on our planet, we need to transform 

our human systems.



To create a sustainable future Earth, 
we must change our systems for 
harnessing its resources to upport our 
(increasing) needs.

Our relationship with the planet need not be zero sum.
Michael Pollan

To create a sustainable future Earth, 
we must change our systems for 
harnessing its resources to support our 
(increasing) needs.



Needs of people and the 
health of the planet must 
come together.



Thank you!
patricia.ward@msichicago.org


